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• NBC Sports Chicago, Cubs 'unlikely' to leave Las Vegas with a new player 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/cubs-unlikely-leave-las-vegas-new-player  
 
• NBC Sports Chicago, Scott Boras says Kris Bryant-Bryce Harper bromance won't have effect on free 

agent market 
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/scott-boras-says-kris-bryant-bryce-harper-bromance-
wont-have-effect-free-agent-market-rumors-hot-stove-cubs-money  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, Bryce Harper, Scott Boras and the Cubs: Attempting to read between the lines 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/bryce-harper-scott-boras-and-cubs-attempting-read-
between-lines-kris-bryant-theo-epstein-free-agent-market  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Column: The White Sox need Bryce Harper because of the Bulls and Blackhawks, 

as well as the Cubs. They need Harper for TV. 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/whitesox/ct-spt-bryce-harper-winter-meetings-
20181213-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Scott Boras says Addison Russell is benefiting from 'educational' therapy program 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-addison-russell-domestic-
violence-20181213-story.html  
 

• Chicago Tribune, A healthy Kris Bryant is training without restrictions after missing 50 games with 
a shoulder injury 
https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-winter-meetings-tyler-
chatwood-20181212-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Cubs and White Sox brace for losses in today's Rule 5 draft 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/ct-spt-white-sox-cubs-rule-5-draft-20181213-
story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Column: Joe Maddon dealing with millennial Cubs? There’s a book for that. 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-joe-maddon-millennials-
20181212-story.html  

 
• Chicago Sun-Times, Can Bryce Harper troll Cubs into signing him? Clown question, bro 

https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/bryce-harper-troll-cubs-signing-him-clown-question-bro/  
 
• Chicago Sun-Times, Tommy Hottovy makes smooth transition from pitcher to analyst to coach for 

Cubs 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/tommy-hottovy-transition-pitcher-analyst-coach-cubs/  
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• The Athletic, Why the Cubs valued Brandon Hyde and what the Orioles are getting in their new 

manager 
https://theathletic.com/711745/2018/12/13/why-the-cubs-valued-brandon-hyde-and-what-the-
orioles-are-getting-in-their-new-manager/  

 
• The Athletic, Will smaller changes lead to big improvements for the Cubs in 2019? 

https://theathletic.com/710400/2018/12/12/will-smaller-changes-lead-to-big-improvements-for-
the-cubs-in-2019/  

 
• Cubs.com, Bryant 'in great shape,' has no limitations 

https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/kris-bryant-to-follow-usual-offseason-routine/c-301791420  
 

-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Cubs 'unlikely' to leave Las Vegas with a new player  
By Tony Andracki 
 
LAS VEGAS — At one point, it appeared as if the Cubs were building momentum toward making a deal of 
some sort during the MLB Winter Meetings.  
 
That's no longer the case, as GM Jed Hoyer threw cold water on the notion of a trade or free agent 
signing in the team's final hours at Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino. 
 
"The dialogue has been good for the whole industry, I just think it's been slow," Hoyer said. "Sometimes, 
it probably takes a couple deals to break the ice and it hasn't happened yet. You guys are probably 
somewhat bored; I know it's been a slow Winter Meetings.  
 
"It's been productive for us. We've had a lot of conversations with agents, a lot of conversations with 
teams, good time here with staff. So it's been good and productive, but we're probably unlikely to make 
any deals while we're here." 
 
Hoyer is correct in the assessment that the market is slow around the entire league. It's even more 
apparent considering the Winter Meetings are later this year compared to recent offseasons. 
 
With an anticipated down period for the holidays coming in less than two weeks, there's not much time 
left to make some waves for the Cubs or the rest of the league. 
 
Many of the top free agents are still on the board, including nearly every relief pitcher.  
 
The Cubs have not been shy in their desire to add bullpen arms this winter, but don't expect them to set 
the market or be in the bidding for the top free agents like Craig Kimbrel or Andrew Miller given the 
organization's financial constraints. 
 
"Last year was different than most. I think people remember last year where Tuesday or Wednesday [of 
Winter Meetings], it felt like every reliever signed that one day or two days," Hoyer said. "It's much 
different than it was last year. 
 
"I mean, obviously those guys are going to sign contracts, it's just a matter of when that happens. It's 
probably not gonna happen here in Vegas, but it'll happen soon after, I bet." 
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NBC Sports Chicago 
Scott Boras says Kris Bryant-Bryce Harper bromance won't have effect on free agent market  
By Tony Andracki 
 
LAS VEGAS — Kris Bryant strolled through Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino Wednesday evening wearing 
a backwards hat and white hoodie. 
 
Before you get any ideas, "KB" apparently wasn't there to report back to the Cubs front office on his 
recent time as official Bryce Harper Pitch Man. 
 
A reporter joked with Jed Hoyer Wednesday evening that Bryant may be able to provide the Cubs front 
office with more info on Harper's free agent tour than they already have from their day-to-day 
discussions. 
 
"He's got a pretty direct source," Hoyer laughed. 
 
Bryant has been seen often with his childhood buddy and their wives this winter, regularly taking in Las 
Vegas Golden Knights games or chillin' with Nelly: 
 
But that doesn't necessarily mean Bryant will have any impact on where Harper signs his record-
breaking deal. 
 
Ultimately, it will come down to money and right now, every indication is the Cubs don't have the funds 
to afford Harper. 
 
Even Scott Boras — the best hype man in the business and agent for both players — downplayed any 
effect the two superstars' bromance could have on the market. 
 
"KB and Harp have great personal and professional relationship," Boras said in his annual Winter 
Meetings scrum Wednesday. "I think a lot of their conversations are about hitting, to be honest with 
you. Really about hitting.  
 
"I think they enjoy one another, but I think they also understand that these decisions and what owners 
do, this is all really independent on their relationship and they don't have a lot of control over it." 
 
So Cubs fans can stop daydreaming about Bryant chirping in Harper's ear about how awesome it is to 
play at Wrigley Field or on a team that has averaged 97 regular-season wins over the last four seasons 
and has reached three of the last four National League Championship Series? 
 
Probably, especially because Bryant has his own personal agenda this offseason independent of Harper's 
decision. 
 
After getting over the shoulder injury that had a major impact on his 2018 season, Bryant is now 
working out at University of Nevada, Las Vegas and hungry to get back at it. 
 
"It's good to see him," Hoyer said. "He looks great. He looks focused and I think all the players we've 
talked to this winter, there's a little added motivation when you have that extra month off that you 
didn't want to have off. I think he's excited and ready to go." 
 



 
One thing Bryant doesn't have to concern himself with this winter is worrying about where he will play 
next season. 
 
Last month, a surprising report came out indicating the Cubs were fielding trade offers for their 
superstar third baseman, but Theo Epstein has since squashed those rumors. 
 
Boras followed suit Wednesday: 
 
"I heard a rumor of it, but I also have had conversations where that's certainly not the case." 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Bryce Harper, Scott Boras and the Cubs: Attempting to read between the lines  
By Tony Andracki 
 
LAS VEGAS — Superagent Scott Boras held court at his annual Winter Meetings press conference 
Wednesday afternoon, standing on a box in front of the large Christmas tree at the Mandalay Bay Resort 
and Casino. 
 
His meet-ups with press are always entertaining and while Boras griped about the amount of teams 
rebuilding/retooling, he did not call out specific clubs for being unwilling to spend money, as he has 
done in the past.  
 
So with the Cubs' payroll a huge storyline (and mystery) this winter, let's look at the comments from 
Boras about the market for his star client, Bryce Harper: 
 
"This is not a race where every car is labeled." 
 
"There's a lot of people that want to keep what they're doing very private, which is usually practice with 
a major free agent." 
 
"Some clubs are more open and direct about what they're doing and some clubs really want a very 
private process for them." 
 
Well he may as well have just labeled the Cubs here. I mean, this is as obvious as it gets. (sarcasm font) 
 
In all seriousness, this is the second time Boras has hinted at more teams being in on Harper than the 
public knows about. He shared a similar sentiment at the GM Meetings in southern California last 
month: 
 
It makes sense. If a team truly wanted to try to depress the market for Harper and avoid paying him 
mind-bending money, they would play their cards close to the vest. It's also a competitive disadvantage 
to let your rivals know you're in on a guy like Harper. 
 
That doesn't mean the Cubs are one of those "mystery teams" but if they had already closed the door 
on signing Harper, you can be sure Boras would've called them out for it. He's done it in the past 
whenever big market teams publicly claim they don't have the resources to pursue Boras' top clients. 
 



 
Of course, this could also be Boras' way of acting like the market is bigger for his client than it really is. If 
he can place doubt in the minds of owners that there are a lot more suitors that aren't publicly known, 
that could also help drive the market up. 
 
When asked specifically about the Cubs' financial situation this winter, Boras responded with: 
 
"I'm not gonna address every team specifically, but in today's game, the franchise value of these clubs 
has gone up in the last three or four years and how these clubs are successfully operated. Give the 
owners a lot of credit, because their valuations have gone from $4 and $500 million to over $2 billion. 
For a club that bought themselves at $20 million, $80 million, $300 million, they're enjoying franchise 
values of a billion-and-a-half to — in some instances, $4 or $5 billion." 
 
In the same vein, when Boras was asked about Kris Bryant's future with the Cubs (he's a free agent in 
three years and has already reportedly turned down an extension from the team), the slick agent once 
again mentioned the valuations of MLB clubs without singling out the Cubs: 
 
"Those are things I can't answer. You got franchises that are as successful as many of them are, they 
have the potential and ability to [spend money]. I mean, these franchises are worth billions of dollars 
more than when they purchased them. So their decision-making power and what they choose to do, 
they just have the wealth to do whatever they feel is best for their club." 
 
Again, Boras is not calling out the Cubs in specific, but he's also clearly pushing his agenda that teams 
should not be as worried about the luxury tax as they appear to be. 
 
Baseball is the only major American sport without a salary cap, though the new luxury tax restrictions is 
sort of acting like one with all the penalties in place for crossing that barrier. 
 
The Cubs, meanwhile, are on pace to have the highest payroll in franchise history in 2019 and should 
soar well past the $206 million luxury tax threshold by the time they're done adding to their roster this 
winter. It's possible Theo Epstein and Co. will somehow find a way to shed salary this offseason, but 
could they open up enough room for Harper's $30+ million projected annual average salary while still 
adding a veteran backup catcher, middle infield depth and a couple relievers? 
 
We're still not sure when Harper will sign, but it's looking less and less likely a decision will come down 
while the entire league is in his hometown this week. 
 
Boras confirmed he and Harper have met with every club they needed to on the free agency tour, but 
wouldn't state which clubs. While Manny Machado is set to embark on a free agency tour where he 
visits each franchise, teams have come to Harper and Boras over the last month either in Las Vegas or at 
Boras' offices in Los Angeles. 
 
At this point, Boras said it's more about negotiating terms and details than initial meet-and-greet stuff. 
 
As for timing, Boras certainly doesn't seem to be in any rush. 
 
"In the end, all organizations are going to look back on this opportunity," Boras said. "They're gonna look 
back on it and they're gonna say, 'What should I have done?' 'How should I have done it?' 'What steps 
should I have taken?' 
 
"These are pivotal moments. There's a lot of organizations and general managers will be evaluated by 
what they did do or didn't do when you have the availability of a player like this." 



 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Column: The White Sox need Bryce Harper because of the Bulls and Blackhawks, as well as the Cubs. 
They need Harper for TV. 
By Phil Rosenthal 
 
Wonder what’s fueling the White Sox’s ambition to sign Bryce Harper? 
 
One reason is the sputtering Bulls and Blackhawks. The Cubs, too, but mostly it’s the perfectly dreadful 
Bulls and Blackhawks. 
 
After years of the Cubs saying they will leave NBC Sports Chicago to launch an outlet of their own after 
the 2019 season, it’s widely anticipated they will in fact do so. 
 
In striking out on their own, the marketplace and viewers’ appetite for footing the bill largely will 
determine whether the Cubs in fact strike out. 
 
There are, to be sure, complicating factors that may make the timing of this move less than ideal, but 
let’s save that discussion for another day. 
 
(This is the hill the Cubs have chosen. But we were talking about Bryce Harper, whom the Cubs also 
could land but have indicated in public at least that they probably won’t.) 
 
Assuming the Cubs do ditch their NBC Sports Chicago partners — the White Sox, Blackhawks and Bulls — 
it’s anticipated those three franchises will band together on their own TV and streaming concern. 
 
Their Cubs-less video entity is going to need something to generate interest. 
 
Or someone. 
 
Someone like Bryce Harper. 
 
While the White Sox are doing what they can to build a future contender, they very much could use a 
superstar to make the franchise impossible to ignore by fans as well as media outlets. 
 
Harper presumably would draw viewers while everyone waits for their investment in promising young 
talent to mature and, when they do, to elevate their efforts. 
 
That’s what pries open Jerry Reinsdorf’s checkbook. 
 
Upping the stakes — and the need for someone able to make their channel more than an afterthought 
— is the fact that the Blackhawks and Bulls are going the Thelma-and-Louise route off the cliff this 
season. 
 
Both the Bulls and Blackhawks awoke Thursday with the second-worst records in their respective 
leagues. They stink on ice (and hardwood). 
 
The Blackhawks on Wednesday snapped their latest losing streak at eight with a victory over the 
Penguins, which just goes to show you can’t lose them all. 



 
 
They’ve now won four of their last 23 and are 4-12-2 since Jeremy Colliton was installed as coach in 
place of Hall of Famer Joel Quenneville whose 6-6-3 start this season was deemed substandard by team 
higher-ups and in need of a major shake-up. 
 
Consider them shaken, not stirred — but, really, more rattled. 
 
Their fellow United Center habitues, the Bulls, are faring little better. 
 
Going into Thursday night’s game against the Magic in Mexico City, the Bulls — 1-3 under recently 
installed martinet Jim Boylen — were winners just twice in their last 15 games. 
 
The only thing worse than sitting through Bulls and Blackhawks telecasts this season has been sitting 
through NBC Sports Chicago’s postgame shows trying to explain away defeat after defeat as a parent 
might try to encourage a spectacularly ungifted child. 
 
(“I know you’re disappointed, but the other team was really good and I thought you showed real 
progress in some areas. No, really, you did.”) 
 
This has been exacerbated by NBC Sports Chicago’s decision to eschew other late-night programming, 
such as its headlines-and-highlights show, in favor of going all-in on postgame shows. 
 
So when the Bulls drop a 133-77 nail-biter to the Celtics, with Boylen benching starters in part to keep 
them fresh for practice the next day, viewers get to relive every single moment afterward first on the 
standard-issue postgame show. Then they get “Bulls Outsiders,” a post-postgame show that talks up 
what happened earlier but with less insight. 
 
The trio of men on “Outsiders” are meant to evoke a fan experience of some sort, but actual fans would 
be a lot less amused this season with the Bulls, not to mention themselves. 
 
They’re going for a “Wayne’s World” vibe, but what’s needed something closer to “Mystery Science 
Theater 3000,” a show that combined knowing comedic commentary and digs played over less-than-
stellar movies. 
 
Rerun the games with realistically critical and sardonic patter over the actual play-by-play call. 
 
At worst, it would be tolerable. 
 
At best, it could be downright entertaining. 
 
That would get everyone through the winter. 
 
Bryce Harper would be expensive but he could get everyone through the summer. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Scott Boras says Addison Russell is benefiting from 'educational' therapy program  
By Mark Gonzales 
 



 
Cubs shortstop Addison Russell has benefited from his rehab since being given a 40-game suspension for 
violating Major League Baseball’s domestic-violence policy, his agent, Scott Boras, said Wednesday. 
 
“He’s well into his therapy, and this process has been educational and defining for him.” 
 
MLB issued the suspension in October. 
 
Russell issued a statement on Nov. 30 expressing his apologies to his ex-wife Melisa, the Cubs 
organization and fans — the same day the Cubs tendered him a contract for the 2019 season. In the 
letter, Russell said he started to see his own therapist more than two months earlier and has been 
meeting regularly with experts and counselors. 
 
Russell also hoped to work with non-profit groups in Pensacola, Fla., Chicago and Arizona to “support 
their missions and become part of the solution.” 
 
Russell still has to complete his rehab before he’s eligible for reinstatement on May 3. The Cubs are 
monitoring his program. 
 
“Well, I think those are talent decisions that every club makes,” Boras said when asked if he believed 
Russell would be on the Cubs’ active roster on that date. “Obviously they tendered him a contract and 
he’s their starting shortstop, so I would say they view him as a talent.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
A healthy Kris Bryant is training without restrictions after missing 50 games with a shoulder injury  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Chatting with a healthy Kris Bryant and addressing some changes to a few struggling pitchers will have 
to be the consolation prizes as the Cubs are unlikely to make a move before the winter meetings end on 
Thursday. 
 
“If things don’t happen next week, we know things are going to drag into January,” general manager Jed 
Hoyer said Wednesday. “Every market has been different, but this has been a slower one.” 
 
The search for relief help, a polished veteran bench player and a backup hitter might wait until the Cubs 
are able to make some trades to clear salary space. 
 
At the same time, they’re examining various ways for their returning players to address any 
shortcomings from a 2018 season that ended with a loss in the National League wild-card game. 
 
They were encouraged, however, by a visit from Bryant, who is training without restrictions after 
missing 50 games because of a left shoulder injury. 
 
“He’s excited and ready to go,” said Hoyer, echoing comments made by agent Scott Boras. “He looks 
good.” 
 
After meeting with team officials, Bryant scooted through a hotel lobby, shook hands with a few writers 
but politely declined to comment. 
 



 
Boras elaborated on the social media posts involving clients and Las Vegas natives Bryant and Bryce 
Harper. 
 
“Look, K.B. and Harp have a great personal and professional relationship,” Boras said. “I think a lot of 
their conversations are about hitting, to be honest with you. 
 
“I think they enjoy one another, but I think they understand that these decisions of what owners do is 
really independent of their relationship, and they don’t have a lot of control over it.” 
 
With an extra month of preparation due to their early exit from the playoffs, the front office and 
coaching staff have explored ways to address some of the deficiencies. 
 
New pitching coach Tommy Hottovy watched reliever Brandon Kintzler throw a bullpen session in Vegas 
and has reached out to several pitchers, including the embattled Tyler Chatwood. 
 
“We’re not holding anything back,” Hottovy said. 
 
Chatwood, who walked 95 hitters in 103 2/3 innings and lost his spot in the rotation after the arrival of 
Cole Hamels on July 27, is one of Hottovy’s main offseason projects. 
 
Hottovy, who spent the past three seasons as an advance scouting coordinator with an emphasis on run 
prevention, is implementing data and video in an effort to correct Chatwood’s control problems. 
 
“We have a lot of data on mechanics and how to make changes,” Hottovy said. “But it’s about 
simplifying it. It’s about giving him one or two nuggets to focus on and not 10 different things and then 
putting him in a good position to throw a baseball.” 
 
Because Hottovy was part of the daily game planning with now-associate pitching coach Mike Borzello 
and the pitching staff, he believes that conveying data to a veteran pitching staff won’t change even 
with his new title. 
 
“These guys are open to information,” Hottovy said. “They really want to learn and get better. They 
understand how the game is evolving and how the information can help them.” 
 
Hottovy also shared how he plans to help pitchers lower their 3.79 walk rate per nine innings. 
 
“It’s process-oriented, not results. It’s what can we do ahead of time that will lead to (fewer walks) — 
attacking the hitter, having the right approach, and those things will take care of ourselves if we take 
control.” 
 
The Cubs continued to address all openings in their organization. A source said the team interviewed 
Bob Tewksbury to replace the late Ken Ravizza to help lead their mental skills department. 
 
Tewksbury, 58, pitched parts of 13 major-league seasons and recently served as the mental skills coach 
for the Giants. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs and White Sox brace for losses in today's Rule 5 draft  
By Mark Gonzales 



 
 
The White Sox seemed more concerned than the Cubs about the possibility of losing a player in 
Thursday’s Rule 5 draft. 
 
“I think we’ll probably lose at least one guy,” Sox General Manager Rick Hahn said. “I think I might have 
said the same thing last year but was wrong. I think we could lose one guy, maybe two.” 
 
That candidate for selection could be pitcher Spencer Adams, 22, a second-round pick in the 2014 draft. 
Adams was a combined 7-13 with a 3.79 ERA in 28 starts at Double-A Birmingham and Triple-A 
Charlotte. 
 
Adams struck out only 95 in 159 innings, a dip after striking out 113 in 152 2/3 innings at Birmingham 
the previous season. 
 
Teams pay $100,000 to pick a player in the Major League phase of the Rule 5 Draft. If that player doesn't 
stay on the 25-man roster for the entire season, he must be offered back to his former team for 
$50,000. 
 
“It’s a balance between what’s available out there, and how you protect their role over the next few 
years and our internal options,” Hahn said of the problem of possibly blocking the progress of a 
homegrown player. 
 
The Sox and Cubs each have room on their 40-man roster to draft a player. The Cubs were scheduled to 
assess their options Wednesday night. 
 
“You’re always concerned (about losing a player), but have to set (your) roster and have a strategy to it 
and cross fingers,” Cubs GM Jed Hoyer said. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Column: Joe Maddon dealing with millennial Cubs? There’s a book for that. 
By Paul Sullivan 
 
When Theo Epstein theorized at the general managers meetings that Joe Maddon would be re-
energized communicating with the “ultramillennials” in the clubhouse, it seemed like just another clever 
throwaway line. 
 
What is an ultramillennial anyway? Someone whose personality is extremely characteristic of the 
millennial generation? Can you really stereotype an entire generation and communicate with all of them 
the same way? 
 
Apparently so, according to the latest news out of the winter meetings in Las Vegas, at which Maddon 
revealed he has been reading a book called “Managing Millennials for Dummies” this offseason. 
 
A blurb on the back cover of the book reveals its purpose: 
 
“Love them or hate them, Millennials now make up a majority of the workforce — yet somehow 
managers are still puzzled over how to best recruit, retain, and engage this confounding generation. 
With this hands-on field guide, you'll learn to navigate the five most prominent Millennial clash points 
and how to streamline communication and collaboration among Boomers, Xers, Millennials, and even 



 
the next generation. Best practices and proven strategies from Google, Netflix, LinkedIn, and other top 
employers provide real-world models of Millennial engagement across a variety of industries.” 
 
According to the blurb, among the lessons one will learn from reading the book are how to “adapt your 
management style,” “fight Millennial fatigue,” “eliminate generational biases” and “gain generational 
awareness.” 
 
Sounds like Maddon has hit work cut out for him. 
 
“My dad, that generation, thought we were a bunch of babies,” Maddon said. “The (baby) boomers, the 
traditionalists thought we were all soft. And then you think the (Generation) Xers are soft. The Xers 
think the millennials are soft. It doesn’t matter. You have to figure out how to communicate and extract 
the best out of this group. And make sure you’re always on the same page. That’s what I’ve been 
studying.” 
 
Whatever works, I guess, though I’m not sure a proven strategy from Google is the way to fix the Cubs. 
 
But just in case, perhaps Maddon will let former hitting coach Chili Davis borrow the book when he’s 
finished. 
 
Opportunity knocks 
 
When Brandon Hyde took over for Dave Martinez as Maddon’s bench coach last spring in Arizona, we 
talked about the possibility of Hyde managing down the road. 
 
Hyde reminded me he already had one game under his belt, having taken over for Marlins manager 
Edwin Rodriguez one day in 2011 after Rodriguez abruptly resigned. 
 
“If you go in the Marlins media guide, I’m 0-1,” Hyde said with a laugh. “I’ve got to get back to .500 at 
some point.” 
 
Hyde said he was in no hurry to manage, adding the thought “doesn’t keep me up at night.” 
 
“But if the opportunity comes, that would be great,” he said. 
 
The opportunity has arrived. Hyde will be the next manager of the Orioles, replacing Buck Showalter on 
the rebuilding team. 
 
Maddon said last year that Hyde would make a great manager because he’s a Long Beach State 
“dirtbag” and was “grounded in Southern California baseball coaches’ knowledge.” 
 
It’s a fine choice for the Orioles and a significant loss for the Cubs because Hyde basically ran spring 
training the last four years. 
 
Who’s next? 
 
Who will replace Hyde as Maddon’s right-hand man? 
 
The best guess is David Ross if the ESPN analyst wants the job. Epstein said last month at the GM 
meetings: “We have talked to (Ross) about being around a little bit more this year in a bit of an 



 
expanded role. We’ll see how that negotiation goes. Not about money, just getting him around more 
often.” 
 
Of course, Ross already has been speculated as Maddon’s replacement if Maddon is not extended after 
2019. 
 
But that shouldn’t factor into whether Ross is offered the bench-coach position. The Cubs have missed 
his leadership when he was part of the championship clubhouse. 
 
In Ross’ book, “Teammate,” he recalled a mound conversation with Jon Lester during the late innings of 
a game when they played together in Boston: 
 
“First thing I said to Jon was — and it wasn’t in a pleasant tone — ‘Are you done? Are you (bleeping) 
done?’ Jon was like, ‘No, I’m fine.’ I screamed at him this time. ‘I will tell (manager John Farrell) you’re 
done and he will get you the (bleep) out of here. We have guys in the bullpen if you are done. I’m not 
going to sit back here and catch this (bleep) if you are not into it.’” 
 
Ross went on to point out that Lester struck out the side, finishing with 15 strikeouts. 
 
That’s probably not the best way to handle pitchers if you’re going by “Managing Millennials for 
Dummies” book. 
 
But there’s no doubt most Cubs fans would approve of Grandpa’s style. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Can Bryce Harper troll Cubs into signing him? Clown question, bro  
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
LAS VEGAS — As Chicago’s other baseball team became an increasingly serious suitor for this winter’s 
top free agent, even Bryce Harper’s agent on Wednesday downplayed his client’s years-long flirtation 
with Cub fans. 
 
Harper, who is baseball BFFs with third baseman Kris Bryant, has tantalized Cubs fans for two years with 
social-media posts hinting at the Cubs as an eventual landing spot — going so far as to make it known 
his dog’s name is Wrigley. 
 
“KB and Harp have a great personal, professional relationship,” said agent Scott Boras, who — instead of 
trying to stoke speculation of Cubs’ interest and a broader market of buyers —added: “I think a lot of 
their conversations are about hitting, to be honest. I think they enjoy one another, but they also 
understand these decisions and what owners do are really independent of their relationship and they 
don’t have a lot of control over that.” 
 
Could it be that all of the Cubs’ public talk of budget limitations and getting creative to add players this 
winter also is the actual message they’re sending to free agents and would-be trade partners? 
 
Might it even have something to do with those two Cubs front-office guys hovering over the craps table 
Tuesday night as the second day of winter meetings drew to a close at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and 
Resort in Las Vegas? 
 



 
By Wednesday, it was clear the dice held no better answers for the Cubs and a payroll budget pushed 
toward its ceiling by bad contracts last winter. 
 
The Cubs are focusing across the free-agent market and in trade talks on bullpen help and a strong 
veteran presence in a bench player who can catch or handle the middle infield. 
 
Even with closer Brandon Morrow (clean-out surgery on elbow) expected to miss at least the first month 
of the season, sources say the Cubs plan to stay away from high-end relievers as they shop for two 
established bullpen pitchers, unless the prices unexpectedly drop within that market over the next 
month or two. 
 
That means an already slow-moving winter likely will drift into at least January before the Cubs add a 
pitcher. 
 
“It’s been good and productive [at the meetings this week], but I think we’re probably unlikely to make 
any deals while we’re here,” said general manager Jed Hoyer, who added that it’s possible winter 
activity might even stretch into spring training for them and other teams. 
 
“It could,” he said. “Every market’s different. The winter meetings are actually a little later than usual 
this year, so if things don’t happen next week, we know they’ll probably drag into January.” 
 
As for the big free agent in Vegas, he’ll stay in Vegas as far as the Cubs are concerned. 
 
Harper’s Las Vegas neighborhood pal, on the other hand, dropped by the Cubs’ executive suite 
Wednesday to check in. 
 
“He looks great. He looks like he’s focused,” Hoyer said of Bryant, who appears to have recovered from 
the shoulder soreness that put him on the disabled list twice in 2018. 
 
“He has no restrictions,” Boras said. “He’s in great shape.” 
 
That could be one of the biggest improvements the Cubs make this winter as they look internally for the 
offensive production that fell off in the second half of last season. 
 
It may not be the kind of splashy fix Cubs fans expected when the offseason began — or the kind of 
limits Boras believes are appropriate for one of the top-revenue teams in a $10 billion-a-year industry. 
 
“These franchises are worth billions of dollars more than when they purchased them,” Boras said. “They 
have the wealth to do whatever they feel is best for their club.” 
 
And if they don’t? 
 
“In the end all organizations are going to look back on this opportunity [to acquire Harper],” Boras said. 
“There are a lot of organizations and general managers [who will] be evaluated on what they did or 
didn’t do.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Tommy Hottovy makes smooth transition from pitcher to analyst to coach for Cubs  
By Gordon Wittenmyer 



 
 
LAS VEGAS — When it comes to getting more out of the Cubs’ hitters in 2019, the Cubs’ brass and 
manager Joe Maddon literally are studying methods for managing and communicating with millennials. 
 
But when it comes to the staff, they went straight to the source for a new pitching coach. 
 
Tommy Hottovy, 37, takes his first coaching job less than five years after throwing his last professional 
pitch as a spring-training teammate of Cubs pitchers Pedro Strop and Kyle Hendricks. 
 
Since then, he has spent the last four seasons in a scouting and strategy role for the Cubs’ staff, working 
closely with strategy coach Mike Borzello, bullpen coach Lester Strode and pitching coaches Chris Bosio 
and Jim Hickey (who resigned for personal reasons). 
 
“When I first got into that role, [the pitching coach job] was not my ultimate goal,” said Hottovy, who 
has been working closely with the front office at the winter meetings this week in Las Vegas. “It was to 
get in and try to make some cool things happen and kind of transition where I felt like the game was 
going.” 
 
Both he and his bosses suggest the relationships built in that time should help make his transition 
especially smooth and help maintain the strength of one of baseball’s most productive staffs over the 
last three years. 
 
As unconventional as the hiring might seem at first glance, Hottovy called the transition from the 
strategic/analytic role to coach “more of an evolution of how this role evolved.” 
 
If the timing was sudden, Hottovy seems to have adjusted quickly. 
 
“As a pitching coach you want your guys to improve; you want them to get better,” said Hottovy, who 
pitched briefly in the majors for the Red Sox and Royals in 2011-12. 
“That’s no different than the role I was in. I’m here for them.” 
 
Team president Theo Epstein said the continuity of the pitching infrastructure was a key to the decision. 
 
“Tommy’s a tremendous communicator, great worker, great teammate, and he’s got terrific 
relationships with the pitchers,” Epstein said. 
 
Hottovy said he hopes to visit each Cubs pitcher before spring training starts and already was able to get 
together with reliever Brandon Kintzler in Las Vegas. 
 
“I was fortunate enough to be with Joe [Maddon] four years now, learn from Theo and Jed [Hoyer] for a 
while and continue to,” he said. “And then also I was in camp [as a pitcher] with Bosio and was with him 
for three years [on the staff], and I was with Hickey for last year. I’ve been around some really good and 
intelligent pitching coaches, and I’m just going to continue to learn and try to implement things that I’ve 
gotten from them for those four years.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Why the Cubs valued Brandon Hyde and what the Orioles are getting in their new manager  
By Patrick Mooney 
 



 
LAS VEGAS – With the Baltimore Orioles preparing to introduce Brandon Hyde as their new manager, 
the Cubs have already begun the search to replace Joe Maddon’s bench coach. 
 
The Cubs contacted Mark DeRosa, but at this point he’s very comfortable with his high-profile role on 
MLB Network and not viewed as a realistic candidate for the job, sources told The Athletic. While there 
is an obvious interest in David Ross expanding his responsibilities, and spending more time around the 
team, the sense now is that “Grandpa Rossy” still feels the pull of staying close to his family and prefers 
to balance his time between his home in Florida, while working for ESPN and as a special assistant to 
Epstein and the baseball operations department. 
 
Looking for a bench coach in the middle of the winter meetings is suboptimal, as Maddon might say, 
though the Cubs are clearly looking for a type. Combined, DeRosa, 43, and Ross, 41, played 31 seasons in 
the big leagues between 1998 and 2016, developing reputations as loud, funny, energetic teammates 
who could someday develop into managers. 
 
But first an explanation of how Hyde became such a popular name and prepared for the massive 
rebuilding project at Camden Yards, where the Orioles finished this season with a 47-115 record, 61 
games behind the Boston Red Sox in the American League East. 
 
If that seems daunting, Hyde, 45, can draw from his wide range of experiences at Wrigley Field. Hyde 
quickly became part of Theo Epstein’s inner circle after the Cubs hired him in December 2011 as the 
minor-league field coordinator. Hyde then moved up to farm director at a time when the Cubs were 
incubating talents like Javier Báez, Kris Bryant and Willson Contreras, who grew up to be core players for 
the 2016 World Series team. 
 
“He’s just really well-rounded,” Epstein said last month after Hyde interviewed with multiple teams, 
including the Minnesota Twins and Texas Rangers. 
 
(By late Wednesday night, the Orioles hadn’t formally announced the hire. Cubs officials in Las Vegas 
won’t comment on the record until the move is official. All the quotes within this story were collected 
during Hyde’s series of interviews.) 
 
“The farm director job might be the hardest job in baseball, besides the major-league hitting coach,” 
Epstein said. “You just have to deal with such a high volume of communications and issues. You get a 
great perspective on the game. You learn how to connect with players from all different backgrounds 
and all different points in their careers. You see things from a front-office perspective as well as an on-
field perspective.” 
 
As the Cubs transformed from a last-place team into a perennial playoff contender, Hyde helped identify 
and lead a talented group of coordinators: Anthony Iapoce is now back with the Cubs as the big-league 
hitting coach. Derek Johnson, the in-demand pitching coach, recently moved from the Milwaukee 
Brewers to the Cincinnati Reds. José Flores is the first base coach for the Philadelphia Phillies. Tim 
Cossins spent the last six seasons as the organization’s minor-league field/catching coordinator. 
 
“(Brandon) — as well as a lot of the rovers that he brought in — helped define ‘The Cubs Way’ and the 
spirit of collaboration and hard work,” Epstein said. “I think he’s going to make a great manager 
someday.” 
 
Hyde’s knowledge of the organization and reputation for speaking honestly and directly got him 
promoted to the big-league staff, first as Rick Renteria’s bench coach in 2014. Hyde then shifted to first 
base coach for teams that went to the National League Championship Series three years in a row. When 



 
Dave Martinez left to take the manager’s job with the Washington Nationals after the 2017 season, 
Hyde became a logical choice as Maddon’s bench coach. 
 
“He’s like the perfect mix of old school and new school,” said Cubs farm director Jaron Madison, who 
played with Hyde at Long Beach State. “He knows what it takes (for) these young kids who still need to 
learn when they get to the big-league level. He has that feel (to bring them along). He can also use all of 
the analytical data that’s out there.” 
 
Hyde has to be fluent in that language to work for Mike Elias, the new general manager hired to 
modernize Baltimore’s entire baseball operations department. Elias spent the last seven seasons with 
the Houston Astros, helping them evolve into the cutting-edge organization that won the 2017 World 
Series. 
 
Around the Cubs — a team with so many big names, big personalities and big ideas — Hyde earned 
respect for his sense of calm, unpretentious attitude and straightforward approach to whatever job he 
had. 
 
“He’s always had leadership skills,” Madison said of Hyde. “He’s always been a guy who’s ready to lace 
up his boots and get after it. He’s not about how things look. It’s all about results and connecting with 
players and building relationships. And he has that ability to use the data to help make his decisions 
based on a combination of the scouting eye plus the development eye and the analytical information. 
 
“You know what you’re going to get. He’s going to shoot you straight. It’s not about eyewash. It’s about 
just being a genuine person and connecting with people.” 
 
Will Venable — who went from big-league outfielder to special assistant to first base coach within two 
years — replaced Hyde this season. When it looked like Hyde might get the Minnesota job in late 
October, Venable said, “I’m going to be selfishly upset because I have a lot to learn from him.” 
 
It’s unclear if Maddon has already bought Hyde a copy of “Managing Millennials For Dummies.” It’s 
uncertain when the Orioles will be able to catch up to the Tampa Bay Rays or outrace the Toronto Blue 
Jays, much less compete against the Red Sox and New York Yankees. But there are only 30 of these jobs 
out there, and Hyde is ready for a new challenge. 
 
“He’s gotten a great education in what it’s like to be a major-league manager,” Cubs general manager 
Jed Hoyer said. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Will smaller changes lead to big improvements for the Cubs in 2019? 
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
LAS VEGAS – While adding a big, bold name like Bryce Harper would be the kind of change Cubs fans 
could believe in, more “nuanced” organizational moves continue apace for Theo Epstein’s organization. 
 
With news breaking Tuesday night that bench coach Brandon Hyde was getting hired away to manage 
the Baltimore Orioles, the Cubs will now enter next season with a new bench coach, pitching coach, 
hitting coach and assistant hitting coach. But it’s not just the coaching staff that’s seeing a shakeup. 
 



 
Sources tell The Athletic that the Cubs pro scouting department is undergoing a reshuffling as well. Kyle 
Evans will no longer hold the title of pro scouting director as he’s being shifted to an evaluator role 
that’s closer to the major-league team. Jeff Greenberg, who was promoted to the director of baseball 
operations role last January, will replace Evans as pro scouting director, while Andrew Bassett remains 
the assistant director. Greenberg will be the team’s fourth pro scouting director in five seasons as Evans 
was preceded by Jared Porter, who left after one season in the role for a promotion in Arizona, and Joe 
Bohringer, who held the role from 2012-2015. 
 
This is just another change to an organization coming off a disappointing end to their 2018 season. The 
worst (and only) 95-win season in club history followed a winter in which nearly every free-agent signing 
blew up in the front office’s collective face. This scouting department shuffle is one more sign that Cubs 
president Theo Epstein isn’t just focused on improving his roster this offseason. 
 
“That’s on us,” has become a common phrase uttered by Epstein over the last few weeks, whether he’s 
talking about a leadership void for the team or the poor one-year results from almost every free agent 
signed last winter. Addressing the changes expected from manager Joe Maddon, Epstein made it clear 
that the responsibility for issues that arose last season don’t lay at the feet of one person. 
 
“There are some things we feel like we all can do better, me more than anyone,” Epstein told reporters 
gathered in the team’s suite at the Delano Hotel. “There’s a process where you’re either accountable or 
you’re not and then you look for ways to improve or you don’t. And then you come out with an attitude 
to get better at all costs or you don’t. I think Joe’s in that bucket of people who are accountable.” 
 
Whether it’s a series of free-agent signings that went awry last winter to a second-half offensive collapse 
that led to the Cubs losing their division lead and exiting October after a disappointing one-game 
appearance, there is a lot to mull over. If you look at the moves the Cubs could’ve made instead of ones 
they did, it’s not pretty. 
 
Miles Mikolas emerged as the ace of solid St. Louis Cardinals rotation, posting a 2.83 ERA in 200 2/3 
innings. The Cubs made a two-year, $10 million offer for Mikolas, who signed a two-year, $15.5 million 
contract. The Cardinals also had a hometown advantage with their spring-training complex in Jupiter, 
Florida, where Mikolas grew up and went to high school. 
 
Imagine if the Cubs had landed Jhoulys Chacín, who delivered a 3.50 ERA in 35 starts for the division-
winning Brewers. Not only would that have kept away a highly productive player from their rivals, but it 
would have meant they wouldn’t have added Tyler Chatwood and what’s now looking like an onerous 
multi-year deal. The team also vigorously pursued Houston Astros righty Collin McHugh, via trade. 
McHugh was dominant (1.99 ERA and a 33.2 percent strikeout rate) in 72 1/3 relief innings last season. 
 
Instead, the Cubs ended up with one of the more disappointing offseasons, of any baseball team, in 
recent memory. One that altered the trajectory of an organization that had its sights set on multiple 
World Series runs. Now Epstein is being sure to hold himself and everyone around him accountable as 
they go about trying to correct the mistakes made over the last year-plus. 
 
Last winter may have been the equivalent of rolling snake eyes for an entire night at the craps table, but 
Epstein hasn’t concluded that anything is unalterably wrong with their actual process. They haven’t 
forgotten the positive things that happened in previous years. The same people who contributed to 
making those regrettable decisions are also those who contributed to one of the more impressive 
rebuilds in baseball and the ending of a 108-year World Series drought. 
 



 
There’s a delicate balance that Epstein has to strike. His media missives about Maddon being more 
hands-on, the offense breaking in the second half and the lack of a sense of urgency in the clubhouse 
aren’t coming as a surprise to those around the team. 
 
It’s obvious, though, Epstein isn’t feeling pressure to make up for the mistakes of last winter by being 
overly aggressive in player movement this offseason. There is an understanding that they’ve had a string 
of poor outcomes, some of which were the result of a poor process that have since been tweaked, but 
also due to the pendulum of luck swinging the other way. They’ve had plenty of hits, from the Jon Lester 
signing to the acquisition of Jake Arrieta to the development of Kyle Hendricks. And now some moves 
that haven’t gone their way have bunched up in succession. 
 
Of course, with budget restrictions in place, the Cubs can’t out-spend their mistakes. Suggestions of 
trading an unproductive player with a big contract by pairing them with a top prospect like Miguel 
Amaya or Adbert Alzolay don’t appear to be realistic either. Epstein is focused on improving the Cubs’ 
major-league roster, but also wants to make sure his minor-league system is healthy once again. 
Removing either of those players simply to shed payroll would be counter to what they’re trying to do, 
even if it means adding an impact hitter like Bryce Harper. 
 
Ultimately, the Cubs will have to dig deep to improve upon a roster that won 95 games in a season they 
all seem to agree was an underachievement. But with profligate spending not looking like a real option, 
this winter might be a more “nuanced” offseason, as Epstein put it, than the less-subtle ones of the past. 
 
Will looking inward produce positive, outward-facing results for the Cubs in 2019? If they don’t, there 
will be even more changes on the horizon. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Bryant 'in great shape,' has no limitations  
By Jordan Bastian 
 
LAS VEGAS -- Kris Bryant made his way through Mandalay Bay on Wednesday afternoon, took an 
elevator to the upper tier of the Delano Hotel and swung by the Cubs' suite. The visit was planned, but it 
was more about the team checking in on Bryant's offseason than Bryant asking about the team's roster 
plans. 
 
One thing Bryant did not need to ask about was superstar free agent Bryce Harper. It is no secret that 
Bryant and Harper -- who both live in Las Vegas -- are close friends. If the Cubs' third baseman wants to 
know the latest on Harper's free-agency tour, he can just fire off a text or ask the next time they're 
taking in a Golden Knights hockey game. 
 
"He's got a pretty direct source," Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer quipped. 
 
While Harper would immediately impact Chicago's offense, the club is not expected to be at the 
forefront of the pursuit of the free agent due to its current payroll restraints. If the Cubs can trade a 
hefty contract to free up funds, it would become a different story. As things currently stand, the club is 
focused on improving the lineup from within. Bryant plays a large role in that equation after a left 
shoulder injury sapped his slugging percentage last summer. 
 



 
Beyond chatting with Bryant, the Cubs' brass also continued dialogue with agents and rival teams about 
free-agent and trade concepts. Hoyer noted, however, that the team was unlikely to leave Las Vegas 
with any transactions across the finish line. 
 
Standing atop a large black equipment box on Wednesday afternoon, agent Scott Boras loomed over a 
massive crowd of media in front of a Christmas tree. Boras offered a "happy holidays" to reporters and 
then embarked on a 56-minute discourse with Harper as the focal point. Boras, who also represents 
Bryant, noted that the Cubs' star is more than on the mend. 
 
"He's fine. He looks great," Boras said. "I just saw him. He's in great shape." 
 
Cubs president of baseball operations Theo Epstein recently noted that Bryant is "progressing without 
limitations" and will follow his usual routine of ramping up his hitting program in January. If Bryant 
arrives to Spring Training with no lingering effects from last season's shoulder issue -- one that required 
two trips to the disabled list -- the Cubs' lineup will appear more potent by default. 
 
During the 2018 campaign, Bryant posted a 125 wRC+ overall -- indicating that he was 25 percent above 
league average offensively -- but it was a tale of two seasons for the slugger. 
 
Bryant posted a .524 slugging percentage through May 31 and saw that rate plummet to .400 from June 
1 through the remainder of the regular season. His hard-hit rate (95-mph exit velocity or higher) was 27 
percent after June 1, compared to 39 percent over the first two months, per Statcast™. Bryant also had 
the highest pulled ground-ball rate (69.3 percent) among the 176 right-handed hitters with at least 75 
grounders. 
 
The Cubs are optimistic that Bryant's offseason regimen will put the shoulder problems in the rearview 
mirror. 
 
"He's working out close by here at UNLV, so we invited him in," Hoyer said. "It's good to see him. He 
looks great. He looks like he's focused. I think all the players we've talked to this winter, I think there's 
an added motivation when you had that extra month off that you didn't want to have off. I think he's 
excited and ready to go." 
 
There is also the backdrop of the 26-year-old Bryant being eligible for arbitration for the second time 
this offseason, following a $10.85 million salary that set a first-year arbitration record last winter. Last 
month, a report surfaced that the Cubs -- in need of creativity in order to add a significant contract -- 
would be open to trading Bryant under the right circumstances. 
 
Epstein has since clarified where things stand on that front publicly, and he has also talked to Bryant 
about the rumors. 
 
"He wasn't concerned about it, but it's always good to hear," Epstein said last week. "I think our only 
relevant thinking there is probably what led to the report anyway, which I think I was asked a question: 
Do we have any untouchables? And the answer is no. There are enough limitations anyway in trying to 
get better. You don't want to impose an artificial one on yourself. 
 
"I think in the same breath there, I said there are some players who are so talented, so well-rounded, so 
impactful, when you look at what they can do, their performance on the field and their impact on the 
franchise more broadly, that it's virtually impossible to find a match." 
 



 
During Boras' press conference, the agent was asked if Chicago would be a more attractive destination 
for Harper if he knew Bryant (eligible for free agency in 2022) was going to be there long-term. The 
White Sox have been more strongly linked to Harper than the Cubs at this point in the winter. 
 
Boras said he could not answer that specific question, adding that Harper's decision will not be centered 
around his friendship with Bryant. 
 
"K.B. and Harp have a great personal, professional relationship," Boras said. "I think a lot of their 
conversations are about hitting -- really about hitting. I think they enjoy one another, but I think they 
also understand, these decisions, and what owners do, is really independent of their relationship. They 
don't have a lot of control over it." 
 
-- 
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